
COMPOSTELAs summer program

General information



1. Residence BURGO DAS NACIONS

 –Campus Norte-

2. SAN MARTIN PINARIO monastery

-Plaza Inmaculada-

3. Cathedral

4.  Dormitories MONTE DE LA CONDESA & FONSECA

Campus Vida, s/n, Campus Sur

5. Airport Bus Stop

Plaza de Galicia

            6. TRAIN STATION. -Renfe-



LIST OF GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:

• TRANSPORTATION to SANTIAGO 

AIRPORT The Airport of Santiago –SCQ- is located 12 kms away from the center of the city of Santiago de Compostela. 
BUS from Santiago Airport: There are buses every 30 minutes from the exit of the Departure Area of the airport, from 6 am until midnight.
Bus company: FREIRE · http://www.empresafreire.com
Bus stop in Santiago: Plaza de Galicia 
(The bus stop is 800 mts away from the University Residences located at the SOUTH CAMPUS –Campus Sur- of the UNIVERSIDAD DE SANTIAGO –www.usc.es-.
FARES:  BUS: 3 euros -30 minutes ride- TAXI: 20 euros -20 minutes ride- 

OTHER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS: La Coruña, Spain: –LCG- (60 kms)  |  Vigo, Spain: -VGO- (90 kms)  |  Porto, Portugal: – OPO- (230 kms) 

TRAIN: Spanish railroad company:    RENFE. -www.renfe.com- 

• STUDENT RESIDENCES:

1. MONTE DE LA CONDESA, Campus Vida, s/n, Ph: (+34) 881 813 531. NORTH CAMPUS

2. FONSECA, Plaza Rodriguez Cardarso. Ph: (+34) 881 81 43 76 NORTH CAMPUS

3. BURGO DAS NACIONS, Av. Burgo das Nacións, Ph: (+34) 881 811 952. SOUTH CAMPUS                     

4. CASA EUROPA Hotel, Parque Vista Alegre, Rúa Salvadas s/n.Ph:(+34) 881816300. SOUTH CAMPUS

Any reception staff –during the day- or any security employee –at night- would give you the keys or the magnetic card to access to your room after showing them your 
passport or any official ID. Security employees are available 24 hours, 7 days of the week in any of the dorms-. If you would not have received any specific assignment, 
you should go to MONTE DE LA CONDESA Residence and present your ID to any employee at reception.

• EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS: MEDICAL EMERGENCY: 061 –Santiago & Galicia-   LOCAL POLICE: 092.  –for any city in Spain-        

CA institute does not have any emergency phone number but in case any emergency and after contacting any of the previous phone numbers you should also send an 
email to:  mail@cainstitute.es and the organization will respond you as soon as possible.  

Photos: Monte de la Condesa and Fonseca dormitories at the South Campus

mailto:mail@cainstitute.es
javascript:void(0)


 

1. SAN MARTIN PINARIO MONASTERY

COMPOSTELAs  Classrooms

2. MONTE DE LA CONDESA

Students Dormitory 

3. PLAZA DE GALICIA. Airport Bus Stop

  

4.  TRAIN STATION 



OFFICIAL PRESENTATION

The official Presentation will be at 10:30 am on the first day of the program, in the “Caballerizas” Lecture Room located in San Martin Pinario Monastery.

The access to the “Caballerizas”  lecture room, is through the hotel “San Martin Pinario Hospedería” - www.sanmartinpinario.eu- located on the west side
of the monastery with is entrance on the square -Plaza Inmaculada- in the north side of the cathedral. 

The lobby of the hotel “San Martin Pinario Hospedería” is just after the main cloister of the monastery. 

Once in front of the check-in desk, you will have to go down through a narrow stair, into the basement of the monastery where is the “Caballerizas” lecture room.

Most of the classrooms for the “COMPOSTELAs summer program” are in the basement level of the west side of “MONASTERIO DE SAN MARTIN PINARIO” occupied 
by the hotel “San Martin Pinario Hospedería” 

 (Caballerizas, in Galician language means stables for horses. Caballerizas was the name given to the basement level of the monastery during the middle ages)

SAN MARTIN PINARIO Monastery    The “CABALLERIZAS” Lecture rooms at San Martín Pinario´s basement





SCHOOL FACILITIES

SAN MARTIN PINARIO MONASTERY

Plaza de la Inmaculada, 3, 15704 SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

LAS CABALLERIZAS Lecture rooms

Photos:         

On the top, main entrance through the hotel San Martin Pinario from “Plaza Inmaculada”.                                                           

On the  middle,  view of the back entrance from “Xoan XXIII” street.                                                             

On the bottom, corridor to “Caballerizas” Lecture room through the main cloister.                                                 

Note: The back entrance can be used only the day after the program have officially started.





Distances to other cities with International Airports in GALICIA and Northern PORTUGAL

A Coruña. LCG

SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA. SCQ

VIGO.  VGO

PORTO, OPO

LCG 60 km

SCQ 0 km

VGO 88 km

              OPO 230 km





LIST OF NECESSARY  MATERIALS

1. Personal portable computer –recommended, even most of the design work at the program is done by hand-

2. Sketchbook no smaller than 9 x12cm with good quality paper.

3. Drafting equipment: Architect´s scales –in meters- |. Triangles -15 and 30 cms size- |. Compass |. Lead pointer | 2 or 3 Lead holders | White Mars erasers |. French 
curves |. Drafting brush and pounce bag |. Drafting tape (removable)

4. Freehand drawing/painting | Pencils with soft leads - 6B or 9B- | Charcoal pencils | Colour pencils | Pastels | Watercolour | pens, etc.

5. Papers: 1 roll of trace –required- –not easy to find in Santiago- | Vellum - sheets or roll – 

6. General equipment and materials: |.Glues | Removable spray mount | . Small tailor’s pins for attaching foam core pieces to each other | .Waterproof tube with strap to 
carry drawings |. Carry case for supplies (to transport supplies from the residence to the studio) | Calculator

7. Photo camera and/or video camera

8. Drive. USB flash drive or disks to storage files.

9. Equipment to build models Large and small x-acto knives and plenty of blades |. Metallic ruler for making models. | –cardboard, foam -

Shops for DRAFTING SUPPLIES in the cities of Santiago & Coruna:  

SANTIAGO:

“COMPOSTELA papelería” |  Address: Castro Street, Nº2

-30 minutes away by train from Santiago-  CORUNA 

“SUTEGA”  | Ronda de Nelle Street, 144

PRINT SHOPS in Santiago:

“TORCULO”. Praza de Mazarelos, 14. Ph: 981 58 54 55 

Email: mazarelos@torculo.com





SAN MARTIN PINARIO Monastery History

San Martín Pinario Monastery lavish stands in “Plaza de la Inmaculada”, only a few meters away from “Azabachería façade” of the Cathedral. Construction began in the 
last third of the XVI century and ended two centuries later, the late XVIII century. A mid-nineteenth century was no longer monastery and, at present, is seat of Major 
Seminary of Santiago’s Archdiocese; of Compostelan Theological Institute and the School from Social Work, dependent of the University of Santiago and the Archive 
Diocesan. Some facilities are dedicated to different residence hall and administrative units related to the Church, as well as a guest. The monastery is, together with the 
Cathedral, the most valuable set Galician Baroque, and the second largest in Spain, after El Escorial (Madrid).

The monastery was founded by some Benedictine monks who have settled in a place called “Pignario” after the discovery of the Apostle’s remains, near the chapel called
Corticela (now integrated into the Cathedral volume, and which is accessed by Azabachería door). “Pignario” name comes from the pines that were in this place where 
monks built their first chapel in the XI century. The group began its further development in 1494 under dependence of congregation of Valladolid, five years before of the 
foundation by Catholic Kings in 1499, of the Royal Hospital, now converted into Parador de los Reyes Católicos –Luxury hotel- Until late of XI century the monks acquired
enough wealth to begin construction of monastery, whose works began in the church.

The Monastery

The monastery is of great simplicity, broken only by the facade, which is accessed by a grand staircase from the Plaza de la Inmaculada and leaving behind the 
Cathedral, a few meters.

The facade is divided into three parts with a central shaft flanked by two large canvases of four floors. Tower of five bodies helps break the monotony. The baroque facade
in the centre, with a span of lintel entrance is guarded by two pairs of huge Tuscan columns. Above is the statue of San Benedicto and the ball flew. At the top stands the 
structure added by Fernando de Casas in 1738, with the arms of Spain between scallops and the figure of San Martín de Tours sharing his cloak with a poor.

The monastery has two cloisters, one is denominated of the Office and the other is the main, called of the Reception or the Processions.

The cloister of the goal in height has two floors connected by paired Tuscan columns giant torn from a high base, as a plinth, slightly sunken. The first floor is organized 
by six arches and in the upper lintels span are no balconies, with paired Doric columns in large spaces. This cloister is closed with the bell tower built in the Northwest. 
The center is occupied by a large fountain, which was transferred from a neighboring yard. 

Initially assigned to Casas y Novóa, it seems that the fountain was built by Fray Gabriel de Casas. 

The faculty offices, which began in 1626 and concluded Lettuce Fernando Casas y Novoa in 1743, has two floors connected by paired columns. Its design separates from
presenting the great cloister. In a rectangle, has six sections with the long sides and four smaller ones, which are separated by paired columns, connecting the two floors.



San Xeromé College, Erected in the 16th century by the bishop Fonseca for poor arts students. Obradoiro square

Staircase connecting the “Alameda” park with the central square of the south campus.. 1940 by J. María Banet                               

Rodriguez Cadarso Square. Campus Sur



UNIVERSITY OF SANTIAGO, History

With more than five centuries of tradition, the University of Santiago de Compostela is a historic institution that projects itself to the future and beyond its frontiers, always 
attentive to the different demands of society, where it stands as an important academic frame of reference and where it develops its academic and research work. 
Centuries of history give the University a special capacity to merge the experience, security and confidence with present and future challenges.

The roots of the University go back to 1495, when the Santiago de Compostela solicitor López Gómez de Marzoa founds, with the help of the San Martiño Piñeiro abbot, 
a school for the poor known as "Grammatical Academy" in the monastery of San Paio de Antealtares. From then on, a period of uncertainties is opened due to the lack of 
economic resources. But in the year 1504, the Diego de Muros family arrives to this academic institution. Diego de Muros gets a bull issued by the Pope Julius II that 
allows for the realization of higher learning in the "Gramatic Academy".

The definitive consolidation of the University comes with Alonso III de Fonseca, named archbishop of Santiago de Compostela in 1507. Alonso de Fonseca was an 
extremely erudite man, a Renaissance man, patron of numerous artists of the time, who was in touch with important thinkers such as Erasmus de Rotterdam. This is 
when the old Pilgrim's Hospital was bought with the aim of transforming it into a university college. The Santiago Alfeo College, today known as the Fonseca College, was
also built, which became the epicenter of the university life till the second half of the XVIII century and still remains emblematic in today's university. At the end of the XVI 
and beginning of the XVII centuries the San Patricio College, or College of the Irish, was created and the San Xerome College was moved to its current location.

Contrary to what happens nowadays, these colleges agglutinated all the seats of learning in the same building, where students lived as boarders. Then, three were the 
main disciplines: Theology, Grammar and Arts, which were soon completed with the study of Law (paying special attention to ecclesiastical law) and Medicine, more 
preoccupied about the health of the soul than about the care of the body.

The XVIII century witnessed a profound transformation in the University of Santiago. Not only was it the era when the University escaped completely from the control of 
the religious orders of the Catholic Church, but it was also a time when the University lost part of its autonomy to the centralizing forces of the Spanish Monarchy. It was 
during this period that Charles III granted the title of "Regia" to the University. The University seal is enriched with the Royal Crown over the coat of arms of Castilla, León 
and Galicia, as well as the most important founders' emblems.

After expelling the Jesuits, Charles III concedes their terrains and buildings in Santiago to the university, thus establishing the core of the new erudite university. 
Immediately, the University recuperates to its plan of studies disciplines that have been previously given to certain religious congregations, including academic degrees 
and schools for Experimental Physics or Chemistry.

The USC student population numbers over 45.000. Nowadays, the University is organized into two main Campuses, one in the city of Santiago and other one in the city of
Lugo, which include 30 centers. The Campus in Santiago is also divided in two also, the North and the South Campus.








